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intrOduCtiOn
Web services are Internet-based application 
components published using standard interface 
description languages and universally available 
via uniform communication protocols (ICWS, 
2009). With the dramatic development of the 
Internet and the web in the past decade, web 
services have been flourishing in e-commerce, 
e-business, artificial intelligence (AI), and service 
computing. They have also offered a number of 
strategic advantages such as mobility, flexibility, 
interactivity and interchangeability in comparison 
with traditional services (Hoffman, 2003).
The fundamental philosophy of web services 
is to meet the needs of users precisely and thereby 
increase market share and revenue (Rust & Kan-
nan, 2003). Web services have helped users reduce 
the cost of information technology (IT) operations 
and allow them to closely focus on their own core 
aBstraCt
Web services are playing a pivotal role in e-business, service intelligence, and service science. Demand-
driven web services are becoming important for web services and service computing. However, many 
fundamental issues are still ignored to some extent. For example, what is the demand theory for web 
services, what is a demand-driven architecture for web services and what is a demand-driven web ser-
vice lifecycle remain open. This chapter addresses these issues by examining fundamentals for demand 
analysis in web services, and proposing a demand-driven architecture for web services. It also proposes 
a demand-driven web service lifecycle for the main players in web services: Service providers, service 
requestors and service brokers, respectively. It then provides a unified perspective on demand-driven web 
service lifecycles. The proposed approaches will facilitate research and development of web services, 
e-services, service intelligence, service science and service computing.
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competencies (Hoffman, 2003). At the same time, 
for business marketers, web services are very use-
ful for improving interorganizational relationships 
and generating new revenue streams (Sun & Lau, 
2007). Furthermore, web services can be consid-
ered a further development of e-business (Gott-
schalk, 2001), because they are service-focused 
business paradigms that use two-way dialogues 
to build customized service offerings, based on 
knowledge and experience about users to build 
strong customer relationships (Rust & Kannan, 
2003). However, one of the intriguing aspects of 
web services is that any web service cannot avoid 
similar challenges encountered in traditional ser-
vices such as how to meet the customer’s demands 
in order to attract more customers.
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an 
important topic for service computing, service 
science and service intelligence (Singh & Huns, 
2005). The special form of SOA in web services 
is Web service architectures. Web service architec-
tures are the basis for engineering many activities 
in web services. Therefore, there are many web 
service architectures proposed in the web service 
community (Erl, 2006; Alonso, et al, 2004). Pa-
pazoglou (2003) proposes a hierarchical service-
oriented architecture (SOA) for web services. 
Burstein, et al. (2005) propose a semantic web 
services architecture. However, the existing web 
service architectures are mainly from the perspec-
tive of implementation (Benatallah, et al, 2006) 
rather than from a demand perspective. It seems 
that demand-driven web service architecture and 
corresponding web services have not yet received 
any attention, to our knowledge, although demand 
is a critical force for developing web services, just 
as demand is a driving factor for microeconomics.
Demand is a fundamental concept of econom-
ics. Demand refers to “the quantities that people 
are or will be willing to buy at different prices 
during a given time period provided that other 
factors affecting these quantities remain the same” 
(Wilkinson, 2005, p. 75). The demand for a firm’s 
products determines its revenues and also enables 
the firm to plan its production (Wilkinson, 2005, p. 
71). Then demand is a decisive factor for market. 
Demand theory is an important part in microeco-
nomics and managerial economics (Wilkinson, 
2005, pp. 73-120). Demand theory in managerial 
economics examines demand curves, demand 
equations, demand analysis, demand chain, impact 
factors on demand, demand estimation and so on. 
Demand analysis is a factor driving e-marketing 
and e-business strategy objectives (Chaffey, 
2007, p. 344). Demand analysis assesses current 
and projected demand for e-commerce services 
amongst existing and potential customer segments 
(Chaffey, 2007, p. 344). Demand chain has drawn 
attention in the field of supply chain management 
and customer relationship management since the 
end of last century (Walters, 2006). The demand 
chain can be defined as “The complex web of 
business processes and activities that help firms 
understand, manage, and ultimately create con-
sumer demand” (Rainbird, 2006). The following 
problems arise in web services: what is the demand 
of main service players in web services? what 
is the demand theory for web services? what is 
demand analysis? What is a demand chain in web 
services? what is the mathematical analysis of 
demand in web services? These problems remain 
open in web services. This chapter addresses these 
issues by providing a mathematical analysis for 
web services taking into account the demand of 
service players in web services.
The web service lifecycle (WSLC) is a fun-
damental topic for web services and service 
computing. The web service lifecycle is also the 
basis for engineering and managing web services. 
However, the existing models for web service 
lifecycles have not paid sufficient attention to 
the main players in web services and the demand 
of the main players for web services. If the main 
players and their demands are ignored in web 
services, then the healthy development of web 
services might be problematic, because ignorance 
of demand in economy and business will lead to 
economic recession. Therefore, this chapter will 
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address the above mentioned issues by examin-
ing fundamentals for demands in web services, 
and proposing a demand-driven architecture for 
web services. It also reviews the existing web 
service lifecycles and proposes a demand-driven 
web service lifecycle for the main players in web 
services: Service providers, service requestors 
and service brokers, respectively. The key ideas 
behind this chapter are that SOA is fundamental 
for service intelligence (SI) and service science 
(SS). Web services are an important application 
field of SI and SS. Web service architecture is a 
logical realization of SOA in web services. The 
demand of main players and their intelligent agents 
is a central part for web services. Mathematical 
analysis of demands in web services is a basis for 
developing demand analysis and demand theory 
of web services. A WSLC can be considered as a 
logical implementation of web service architec-
ture. The demand-driven WSLCs are a logical 
realization of the WSLC. The proposed approach 
will facilitate the research and development of web 
services, e-services, service intelligence, service 
science and service computing.
To this end, the remainder of this chapter is 
organized as follows. First of all, we review SOA, 
Web services architecture, web services life cycle 
and classify main players in web services. Then 
we analyse demands in web services mathemati-
cally, which leads to a new classification for e-
commerce. We also examine demand relationships 
among service providers, brokers and requestors in 
web services and demand chain in web services. 
Then we examine web service architectures and 
provide a demand-driven architecture for web 
services (DWSOA). We also examine web service 
lifecycles, propose the demand-driven web service 
lifecycle for the main players in web services 
respectively and then discuss the demand-driven 
web service lifecycles in a unified way. Finally 
we end the chapter with discussing some future 
research directions and providing some conclud-
ing remarks.
BaCkgrOund
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) has been 
extensively studied in the fields of web services 
and service-oriented computing (Atkinson, et al, 
2004; Singh and Huns, 2005). SOA is a concep-
tual architecture for implementing e-business, 
e-services, leaving the networking, transport 
protocol, and security details to the specific 
implementation (Gisolfi, 2001). SOA consists of 
three principal participants: a service provider, 
a service requestor, and a service broker. These 
three SOA participants interact using three funda-
mental operations: publish, find and bind: Service 
providers publish services to one or more service 
brokers or discovery agencies (Ferris & Farrell, 
2003; Burstein, et al, 2005). Service requestors 
find required services via a service broker or a 
discovery agency and bind to them (Gottschalk, 
et al, 2000; Ferris & Farrell, 2003).
A concrete form of SOA in web services is web 
service architecture. A web service architecture is 
a conceptual architecture for implementing web 
services, which is free of concrete implementation 
of a web service system owing to its conceptual 
nature. There are a number of different web service 
architectures proposed in the web service com-
munity. For example, Gottschalk, et al. (2000) 
propose an IBM web service architecture. This 
might be the first web service architecture, which 
is then called a SOA (Gisolfi, 2001). In other 
words, the web service architecture is the same 
as SOA in web services. This can be considered 
as the simplest SOA. Kreger (2001) developed 
Gottschalk’s web service architecture proposed in 
2000 by adding artifacts, which mainly consist of 
service and service description. He uses service 
registry to replace the service broker in the pre-
vious architecture to fulfil the role of discovery 
agencies (Ferris & Farrell, 2003). Kreger (2001) 
also provides a business perspective on service 
provider, requestor and registry. He considers the 
above-mentioned three fundamental operations: 
publish, find and bind as the interactions between 
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service provider, service requestor, and service 
broker. Therefore, Kreger’s web service archi-
tecture is a further development of web service 
architectures or SOAs. Talia (2002) explores the 
open grid services architecture to fully integrate 
grids and web services, and defines grid as a 
geographically distributed computation platform 
composed of a set of heterogeneous machines that 
users can access via a single interfaces. Burstein, 
et al. (2005) propose a semantic web services 
architecture, and consider semantic web services 
as web services in which semantic web ontologies 
ascribe meanings to published service descriptions 
so that software systems representing prospective 
service clients can interpret and involve them. 
They also examine the main interactions of web 
services between service providers and service 
requestors: service discovery, engagement, and 
enactment. However, they have not paid much 
attention to the role of service broker in interac-
tions of web services. They have not focuses on 
the activities of web services from a viewpoint 
of web services lifecycle either.
Numerous techniques, approaches, methods 
have been proposed to facilitate or support the 
main stages of the entire web service lifecycle (Wu 
& Chang, 2005). A large number of web service 
lifecycles have also been proposed to improve 
web services with their applications. For example, 
Atkinson, et al. (2004) propose a process model 
for a typical service, which consists of resources, 
service logic, and a message-processing layer that 
deals with message of exchanges. In this model, 
messages arrive at the service and are acted on by 
the service logic, utilizing the service’s resources 
as required. This model can be considered as an 
anatomy of a service in SOA, because it only 
focuses on the processing of a service rather than 
the interactions of service providers, requestors 
and brokers. Kreger (2001) considers web services 
development lifecycle as the design, deployment, 
and runtime requirements for each of the players 
in web services: service registries, providers, and 
requestors. Each player has specific requirement 
for each phase of four phases in the develop-
ment lifecycle: build, deploy, run and manage. 
Benatallah, et al. (2006) implement a model-
driven framework for web service development 
lifecycle in a prototype platform, Service Mosaic, 
to model, analyze, and manage service models 
including business protocols, and adaptors. This 
framework at least includes protocol definition, 
protocol analysis, and protocol data manage-
ment, which are fundamental issues that affect 
the web service development lifecycle from an 
implementation perspective. However, they have 
focused on neither WSLC nor the interoperations 
or interactions of service providers, brokers and 
requestors from a demand perspective. Narendra 
and Orriens (2006) consider a web service lifecycle 
consisting of web service composition, execution, 
midstream adaptation, and re-execution. We will 
turn to web services life cycle once again later 
when we propose demand-driven web services 
lifecycle.
Humans are one of the most important decisive 
forces for development of web services. From a 
viewpoint of multiagent systems (Weiss, 1999; 
Sun and Lau, 2007), various intelligent agents are 
also a decisive force for developing intelligent web 
services. However, few studies have paid sufficient 
attention to the main players in web services, to 
our knowledge. In the next section we will first 
examine main players in web services.
Main players in weB serviCes
This section will look at the players involved in web 
services and some corresponding architectures.
There are mainly three players related to web 
services: web service requestors, web service 
brokers, and web service providers (Sun & Lau, 
2007; Singh & Huhns, 2005), as shown in Figure 1.
Web service requestors also denote web service 
users, buyers, customers, consumers, receivers, 
clients, and their intelligent agents. Web service 
brokers denote web service intermediaries, 
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middle agents, registry (Kreger, 2001), discovery 
agency (Ferris & Farrell, 2003) and their intelligent 
agents (Burstein, et al, 2005). Web service provid-
ers (Kreger, 2001) denote web service owners, 
sellers, senders and their intelligent agents. Web 
service requestors, brokers, and providers are the 
most integral players in web services transactions 
(Deitel, et al, 2004, p. 52). Gisolfi (2001) men-
tioned these three players in the simple service 
oriented architecture (SOA) for web services. In 
this architecture, web service providers create 
web services and advertise them to potential web 
service requestors by registering the web ser-
vices with web service brokers, or simply offers 
web services (Dustar & Schreiner, 2005). The 
web service provider needs to describe the web 
service in a standard format, and publish it in a 
central service registry. The service registry or 
broker contains additional information about the 
service provider, such as address and contact of 
the providing company, and technical details about 
the service. Web service providers may integrate 
or compose existing services (Limthanmaphon 
& Zhang, 2003) using intelligent techniques. They 
may also register descriptions of services they 
offer, monitor and manage service execution 
(Dustar & Schreiner, 2005). Web service request-
ors retrieve the information from the registry and 
use the service description obtained to bind to and 
invoke the web service. Web service brokers 
maintain a registry of published web services and 
might introduce web service providers to web 
service requestors. They use universal description 
discovery integration (UDDI) to find the re-
quested web services, because UDDI specifies a 
registry or “yellow pages” of services (Singh & 
Huhns, 2005, p. 20). They also provide a search-
able repository of service descriptions where 
service providers publish their services, service 
requestors find services and obtain binding infor-
mation for these services.
This architecture is simple because it only 
includes three players (as mentioned above) and 
three basic operations for web services: publish, 
find and bind. In fact, some behaviors of web 
service agents are also fundamentally important 
in order to make web services successful. These 
fundamental behaviors at least include commu-
nication, interaction, collaboration, cooperation, 
coordination, negotiation, trust and deception 
(Singh & Huhns, 2005; Sun & Finnie, 2004; 
Burstein, et al, 2005).
Papazoglou (2003) proposes an extended 
service-oriented architecture. The players in-
volved in this architecture are more than that in the 
simple SOA, because it includes service provider, 
service aggregator, service client, market maker, 
and service operator.
A service aggregator is a service provider that 
consolidates services provided by other service 
providers into a distinct value-added service 
(Papazoglou, 2003). Service aggregators de-
velop specifications and/or codes that permit the 
composite service to perform functions such as 
coordination, monitoring quality of service (QoS) 
(Burstein, et al, 2005) and composition. In our 
view, a service aggregator should be differentiated 
from a service provider. We can use web service 
recommender or web service composer to replace 
service aggregator, because recommendation and 
composition are most important activities in web 
services.
The main task of web market makers is to 
establish an efficient service-oriented market in 
order to facilitate the business activities among 
service providers to service brokers and service 
requestors. In the traditional market, the service 
broker is working in the market, while the market 
maker makes the market operating.
Figure 1. Main players in web services
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The web service operator is responsible for 
performing operation management functions such 
as operation, assurance and support (Papazoglou, 
2003).
From the viewpoint of multiagent systems 
(Weiss, 1999; Henderson-Sellers & Giorgini, 
2005), there are still other players involved in 
web services, such as web service advisors, web 
service managers, web service composers, web 
service recommenders, web service consultants, 
and so on. Further, an activity of web services 
usually is implemented by a few intelligent 
agents within a multiagent web service system 
(Sun & Finnie, 2004). Therefore, more and more 
intelligent players or agents will be involved in 
web services with the development of automat-
ing activities of web services. Although some of 
these will be mentioned in the later sections, we 
mainly focus on service providers, brokers and 
requestors in what follows.
MatheMatiCal analysis Of 
deMand in weB serviCes
This section will analyze demands in web services 
from a mathematical perspective and then discuss 
the demand relationships in web services.
Demand is an important concept in microeco-
nomics. Jackson and Mclver (2004, p. 74) defines 
demand as “a schedule that shows the amounts of 
a product that consumers are willing and able to 
purchase at each specific price in a set of possible 
prices during some specified period of time”. The 
basic law of demand is “All else being constant, as 
price falls, the corresponding quantity demanded 
rises”. Alternatively, the higher the price is, the 
less corresponding quantity demanded.
Demand analysis has drawn attention in e-
business. Chaffey (2007) defines demand analysis 
as “assessment of the demand for e-commerce 
services among existing and potential customer 
segments” (p. 218). He then analyzes the fac-
tors that affect demand for e-commerce services 
(Chaffey, 2007, pp. 150-60.) and uses demand 
analysis to examine current projected customer 
use of each digital channel with different markets 
(Chaffey, 2007, p. 344).
Demand, in particular “on-demand” (Dan, et 
al, 2004), has also drawn some attention in web 
services. For example, Burstein, et al. (2005) 
examine functional and architectural demands or 
requirements for service discovery, engagement 
and enactment in terms of the semantic web service 
architecture. However, in the above-mentioned 
discussion, it seems that the subject of the demand 
and its objective are ignored to some extent. For 
example, who demands what from where is usu-
ally unclear. It may not be critical for traditional 
economics and e-commerce. However, it is useful 
for web services to know who, what and where 
exactly for web services, which can be seen in the 
examination of web service lifecycle. Further there 
has not been a mathematical theory or analysis of 
demand in e-commerce and web services. In what 
follows, we examine the mathematical foundation 
of demand in order to fill this gap and then use it 
to develop demand-driven web services.
We can analyze “demand” mathematically as 
follows. A man M demands something S pro-
vided by N. In other words, from a mathematical 
viewpoint, demand is a 3-ary relation that can be 
denoted as Demand (m, n, s). In the context of 
web services, we can explain Demand (m, n, s) 
as: a player m demands web service s provided 
by player n. For example, “service requestor r 
demands web service consultation c provided by 
service broker b” can be denoted as Demand (r, 
b, c). More generally, demand as a 3-ary relation 
can be denoted as: Let M, N, and S be a non-
empty set respectively, M m m m= { , ... }1 2 I , 
N n n n= { , ..., }1 2 J , S s s s= { , ,... }1 2 K , then any 
subset D3 of M N S´ ´ , D M N S3 ⊆ × × , is a 
demand relation. In web services, N and M can 
denotes all the service requestors and all the ser-
vice providers or brokers respectively. S represents 
all the web services provided on the web.
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In business practice, this 3-ary demand relation 
is usually simplified as a binary relation D2 or a 
unary relation D1: For example, in B2C e-com-
merce, we only focus on: who demands what, that 
is, D M S2 ⊆ ×  represents “customers m demands 
a good s,” where M denotes all the service re-
questors or all the service providers. Further, in 
B2C e-commerce, we usually do not care about 
“who demands what” but only care about “what 
that are demanded”, that is, D S1 Í  represents 
the good that is demanded. Therefore, from a 
demand’s perspective, there are three different 
types of e-commerce: D1 e-commerce, D2 e-
commerce and D3 e-commerce.
• D1 e-commerce only focuses on the goods 
that are transacted. Such an e-commerce is 
usually used for statistical analysis.
• D2 e-commerce only focuses on the cus-
tomer and the goods that are purchased 
by the customer or the seller, and that the 
goods that are sold. Therefore, D2 e-com-
merce corresponds to a B2C e-commerce.
• D3 e-commerce focuses on all the service 
providers, requestors, and goods that are 
transacted. Therefore, D3 e-commerce is 
an organization that oversees the activities 
in web services or e-commerce.
In fact, taking into account the amount and 
payment associated with demand relation, we 
introduce demand functions respectively for D1 
e-commerce, D2 e-commerce and D3 e-commerce. 
For example, let A and P be non-empty sets, then 
any function d S A P d s a p1 : , ( )→ × = ⋅ , is a 
demand function taking into account the amount 
A of demand and the corresponding price P per 
a unit demand. For example, in D1 e-commerce, 
a customer demands 100 textbooks on e-com-
merce, and the price is AUD$100.00 per textbook. 
Then, the corresponding demand function value 
is
d book1 100 100 10000( )= ⋅ =  
where the customer and provider are technically 
ignored. This demand function represents the total 
price for the demanded 100 textbooks.
Similarly, in D2 e-commerce, d2(David, book) = 
100 · 100 =10000 represents that David demands 
100 textbooks on e-commerce with the price of 
AUD$10000.00, where the providers are techni-
cally ignored.
In D3 e-commerce, d3(David, book) = 100 · 100 
=10000 represents that David demands 100 books 
on e-commerce provided by Amazon.com with 
the price of AUD$10000.00. This is a complete 
form for demand in a transactional web service.
From the above discussion, we can see that 
there is an inclusion relationship among D1 e-
commerce, D2 e-commerce and D3 e-commerce, 
as illustrated in Figure 2.
In demand-driven web services, we need a 
3-ary demand relation taking into account the 
main players in web services (see the previous 
section). This demand relation can be illustrated 
in Demand relations in Web services.
In D3 web services, demand is a 3-ary relation, 
that is, service requestors demands service brokers 
or providers to provide certain web services, and 
vice versa. However, what properties this 3-ary 
relation has in the context of web services remains 
open. Some stages in the web lifecycle may be 
absent since the demand disappears. There are also 
many situations resulting in demand cancellation.
In Table 1, the first column consists of a service 
provider, a service requestor, and a service broker. 
Figure 2. Interrelationship among D1, D2, and 
D3 e-commerce
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The first row lists a service provider, a service 
requestor, and a service broker. WS activities in 
the top left cell denote all the web service activi-
ties (or operations) in all the cell (m, n), where m 
an n denote rows and columns respectively. This 
implies that cell (m, n) contains the web service 
activities that are demanded. For example, cell 
(1, 2) contains web service binding, discovery, 
negotiation, invocation, billing, contract, all of 
which are demanded by the web service provider 
to the web requestor, where cell (2, 1) contains 
web service QoS, description, representation, iden-
tification, search, match, discovery, negotiation, 
invocation, contract, all of which are demanded 
by the web service requestor to the web service 
provider.
Even if the web service requestor demands the 
web service provider to represent web services 
(web service representation), the web service 
provider might not represent web services by 
himself. Instead, he may demand others to do so. 
In this way, a web service demand chain is formed 
in web services. For example, the web service 
requestor demands service consultation from a 
service broker, while the service broker demands 
web service representation and publication from 
a service provider. The service provider demands 
the most powerful web service tools from the ICT 
developer to realize the web service representation 
and publication, as shown in Figure 3. The ex-
tended form of a web service demand chain is a 
web service demand network in web services, just 
as there are supply chain networks in e-commerce 
(Chaffey, 2007).
It should be noted that supply chain manage-
ment and demand chain management have been 
seriously studied in business, marketing and 
management (Chaffey, 2007, pp. 266-300; Rain-
bird, 2004; Walters, 2006), whereas demand chain 
and demand chain management have not drawn 
significant attention in e-business and e-com-
merce, to our knowledge. This situation might be 
changed in web services, because service custom-
ers’ demands play a vital role in web services. 
Table 1. Demand relations in web services 
WS activities Provider Requestor Broker
Provider N/A Binding, discovery, negotiation, 
invocation, billing, contract
discovery, recommendation, invoca-
tion, billing, contract
Requestor QoS, description, representation, 
identification, search, match, discov-
ery, negotiation, invocation, contract
N/A Finding, consultation, 
personalization, 
recommendation, 
adaptation, mediation 
negotiation,
Broker Publication, management 
search, match, Discovery, 
billing, contract
invocation, 
billing, contract
N/A
Figure 3. A demand chain in web services
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What are the majority of customers’ demands as 
well as their expectation and propensity in web 
services? and how do demand chain and demand 
network as well as demand network management 
impact on web services? How can we integrate 
demand chain analysis with the proposed math-
ematical analysis of demand? These problems 
remain open. We will address them in another 
article, and will not look at them any more because 
they are beyond the scope of this chapter.
dwsOa: a deMand 
driven arChiteCture 
fOr weB serviCes
This section will review a few web service ar-
chitectures and then provide a demand-driven 
architecture for web services.
We have briefly mentioned different service-
oriented architectures (SOA) for web services in 
the section “Background”. In fact, web service ar-
chitectures have been a research topic for engineer-
ing web services (Alonso, et al, 2004). There have 
been a large number of web service architectures 
proposed in the past years. For example, Wu and 
Chang (2005) provide a conceptual architecture of 
web services for service ecosystems. Garcia and 
de Toledo (2006) propose an extended web ser-
vice architecture providing QoS management for 
web services. However, the existing web service 
architectures are mainly from the perspective of 
developers rather than from a demand perspec-
tive. Based on the above demand analysis for web 
services, we can propose a demand-driven SOA 
for web services (DWSOA), as shown in Figure 
4. Note that in Figure 4, x and z denote either 
WS providers, brokers or requestors, y denotes 
WS activities.
In the DWSOA, WS (web service) providers 
demand WS discovery, recommendation, invoca-
tion, billing, and contract from WS brokers; WS 
brokers demand WS invocation, billing, contract 
from WS requestors; WS requestors demand WS 
finding, consultation, personalization, recom-
mendation, adaptation, mediation, negotiation 
from WS brokers; and so on. From the viewpoint 
of previously mentioned demand relation in web 
services, the above-mentioned demand relations 
are 3-ary, and corresponds to
Figure 4. DWSOA: A demand-driven SOA for web services
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1.  Demand (WS providers, WS brokers, WS 
activities) = {WS discovery, recommenda-
tion, invocation, billing, and contract};
2.  Demand (WS brokers, WS requestors, 
WS activities) = {WS invocation, billing, 
contract};
3.  Demand (WS requestors, WS brokers, WS 
activities) = {WS finding, consultation, per-
sonalization, recommendation, adaptation, 
mediation, negotiation};
and so on. It should be noted that there are 
inter-demands among the WS providers, brokers 
and requestors in the DWSOA, although the de-
mands among them are not symmetric. In other 
words, the service requestor demands the service 
consultation from the service broker, whereas the 
service broker does not demand service consulta-
tion from the service requestor.
We do not believe that all activities in the web 
services have been covered in the DSWOA. For 
example, WS engagement, enactment, and man-
agement (Burstein, et al, 2005) are not included 
in the DSWOA. The key idea behind it is that 
we expose the demand relationship among WS 
providers, brokers and requestors. This is the basis 
for demand-driven web service lifecycles, which 
will be discussed in later sections.
weB serviCe lifeCyCle
This section mainly reviews web service lifecycles 
and discusses the corresponding issues.
From the perspective of computer science, 
the notion of lifecycle originated from software 
engineering (Pressman, 2001). It describes the 
life of a software product (development) from 
its conception, to its implementation, delivery, 
use, and maintenance (Pfleeger & Atlee, 2006). A 
traditional software development lifecycle mainly 
consists of seven phases: planning, requirements 
analysis, systems design, coding, testing, delivery 
and maintenance. Based on this, a web service 
lifecycle consists of the start of a web service, the 
end of web service and its evolutionary stages that 
transform the web service from the start to the end.
There have been a large number of attempts to 
address web service lifecycle in the web service 
community, as discussed in the section “Back-
ground”. Further, Glatard, et al. (2008) examine 
a SOA enabling dynamic service grouping for 
optimizing distributed workflow execution. Ley-
mann (2003) discusses a lifecycle of a web service 
based on explicit factory-based approach, in which 
a client uses a factory to create “an instance” of 
a particular kind of service. The client can then 
explicitly manage the destruction of such an in-
stance, or it can be left to the grid environment. 
Sheth (2003) proposes a semantic web process 
lifecycle that consists of web service descrip-
tion (annotation), discovery, composition and 
execution or orchestration. Wu and Chang (2005) 
consider service discovery, service invocation 
and service composition as the whole lifecycle of 
web services. Zhang and Jeckle (2003) propose a 
lifecycle for web service solutions that consists of 
web service modeling, development, publishing, 
discovery, composition, collaboration, monitor-
ing and analytical control from a perspective of 
web service developers. Kwon (2003) proposes 
a lifecycle of web services consisting of four 
fundamental steps: web service identification, 
creation, use and maintenance. Tsalgatidou and 
Pilioura (2002) propose a web service lifecycle 
that consists of two different layers: a basic layer 
and a value-added layer. The basic layer contains 
web service creation, description, publishing, dis-
covery, invocation and unpublishing (Gottschalk, 
et al, 2000), all of these activities are necessary to 
be supported by every web service environment. 
The value-added layer contains the value-added 
activities of composition, security, brokering, reli-
ability, billing, monitoring, transaction handling 
and contracting. These activities bring value-added 
functionality and better performance to any web 
service environment. They acknowledge that 
some of these activities take place at the web 
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service requestor’s site, while others take place at 
the web service broker’s or provider’s site. They 
also explore technical challenges related to each 
activity in the web service lifecycle. However, 
they have not classified the proposed activities 
of stages in their lifecycle based on web service 
requestors, providers, and brokers in detail. Some 
organizations also propose their own web service 
lifecycle. For example, W3C proposes a service 
lifecycle for web service management, which 
is expressed as state transition diagrams (W3C, 
2004). Sun Microsystems considers the lifecycle 
of web services consisting of four stages: design/
build, test, deploy/execute, and manage (Sun 
Microsystems, 2003), which can be considered 
a model for web service developers.
Based on the above analysis, we can find that 
there are at least the following activities of web 
services that have been mentioned in the reviewed 
web service lifecycles, all of these can be classi-
fied into two categories: development-oriented 
web service activities and business-oriented web 
service activities.
• Development-oriented web service activi-
ties: Web service modeling, representation, 
design/building, test, publishing, unpub-
lishing, deployment, execution, re-execu-
tion, orchestration, collaboration, monitor-
ing, analytical control, maintenance, and 
management,
• Business-oriented web service activities: 
Web service creation, identification, de-
scription (annotation), publishing, find-
ing, discovery, use, invocation and binding 
(Gottschalk, et al, 2000), adaptation, com-
position, security, brokering, recommenda-
tion, reliability, billing, monitoring, trans-
action handling and contracting.
This classification does not produce a crisp 
mathematical partition, because, some activities 
such as web service representation, management, 
and creation can be considered in both kinds of web 
service activities. However, such a classification 
reflects the fact that some existing web service 
lifecycles are proposed from the implementa-
tion perspective of the web service developers 
(Burstein, et al, 2006), whereas other web service 
lifecycles are proposed from the perspective of 
business. Generally speaking, web service provid-
ers pay more attention to development-demanded 
web service activities than web service brokers and 
requestors, whereas web service brokers and re-
questors pay more attention to Business-demanded 
web service activities than web service providers.
From a market perspective, web services 
mainly consist of three kinds of players: Service 
providers, service requestors and service brokers 
(Tang, et al, 2007). Different players require dif-
ferent web service lifecycles. Therefore, what is a 
web service lifecycle from the demand viewpoint 
of web service providers, brokers and requestors 
respectively? How many stages does a web service 
lifecycle consist of? These problems are interest-
ing for examining demand-driven web services.
Further, demand is an important factor for 
market and economy development (Chaffey, 
2007, p. 150). The decrease of demand is an 
implication for economic recession. Different 
players generally have different demands for web 
services, different demands have also different 
web service lifecycles. Therefore, what is the 
demand-driven web service lifecycle from the 
viewpoint of web service providers, brokers and 
requestors respectively? These issues still remain 
open in web services. The following sections will 
address these issues by examining the web service 
lifecycle from a demand viewpoint.
It should be noted that everybody, whether an 
application user, developer, financier, business-
man, or an e-commerce manager, has enjoyed 
or will enjoy some tangible benefits from web 
services (Guruge, 2004) such as searching infor-
mation using Google and doing business online. 
At the same time, he or she demands more and 
more web services with the development of the 
Internet. Therefore, we do not examine the demand 
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of everybody for web services, but the demand of 
the main players in web services in what follows, 
that is, we will look at demand-driven web service 
lifecycles for web service providers, requestors 
and brokers respectively.
a prOvider’s deMand driven 
weB serviCe lifeCyCle
In web services, a web service provider usu-
ally demands a web service requestor to commit 
some web service activities and also demands a 
web service broker to commit some web service 
activities. Therefore, based on the above demand 
analysis for web services, a provider’s demand-
driven web service lifecycle mainly consists of 
web service finding, identification (Kwon, 2003), 
description/representation (Burstein, et al, 2005), 
creation (Kwon, 2003; Tang, et al, 2007), dis-
covery, composition (Limthanmaphon & Zhang, 
2003; Tang, et al, 2007; Burstein, et al, 2005), 
recommendation (Sun & Lau, 2007), negotiation 
(Hung, et al, 2004; Burstein, et al, 2005), invoca-
tion (Burstein, et al, 2005), contracting, use and 
reuse (Kwon, 2003), execution or orchestration, 
management and monitoring (Dustar & Schreiner, 
2005), maintenance (Kwon, 2003), billing and 
security (Tang, et al, 2007).
Web service identification aims to identify 
appropriate services (Ladner, 2008). Web service 
invocation is to invoke the discovered web ser-
vice interface. Web services are published to the 
intranet or the Internet repositories for potential 
users to locate (Tang, et al, 2007). Web service 
unpublishing is sometimes no longer available 
or needed, or it has to be updated to satisfy new 
requirements (Tang, et al, 2007)
Web service composition primarily concerns 
requests of web service users that cannot be satis-
fied by any available web service (Bucchiarone 
& Gnesi, 2006; Narendra & Orriens, 2006). One 
form of simple web service composition is to 
combine a set of available web services to obtain 
a composite service that might be recommended 
to the users. In other words, web service compo-
sition is a process in which a single web service 
requested from a service requestor can be satisfied 
by an aggregation of different services provided 
by several independent web services providers. 
More strictly, web service composition refers to 
the process of creating customized or personalized 
services from existing services by a process of 
dynamic discovery, integration and execution of 
those services in order to satisfy user requirements 
(Wang, et al, 2008). Web service composition is 
a key challenge to manage collaboration among 
web services (Limthanmaphon & Zhang, 2003). 
It refers to intelligent techniques and efficient 
mechanisms of composing arbitrarily complex 
services from relatively simpler services avail-
able over the Internet. Service composition can 
be either performed by composing elementary 
or composite services. Composite services in 
turn are recursively defined as an aggregation of 
elementary and composite services (Dustdar & 
Schreiner, 2005).
There are many techniques existing for web 
service composition. For example, Tang, et al 
(2007) propose an automatic web service compo-
sition method taking into account both services’ 
input/output type compatibility and behavioral 
constraint compatibility. Cheng, et al. (2006) 
use case-based reasoning (CBR) to support web 
service composition. Further, Dustdar and Sch-
reiner (2005) discuss the urgent need for service 
composition and the required technologies to 
perform service composition as well as present 
several different composition strategies. Web 
service composition is becoming an important 
topic for service computing, because composing 
web services to meet the requirement of the web 
service requestor is the most important issue for 
web service providers and brokers.
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requestOr’s deMand driven 
weB serviCe lifeCyCle
In web services, a web service requestor usually 
demands a web service provider and a web ser-
vice broker to commit some web service activi-
ties respectively. Therefore, based on the above 
demand analysis for web services, a requestor’s 
demand-driven web service lifecycle mainly 
consists of web service consultation, creation 
(Burstein, et al, 2005), representation, search 
(Ladner, 2008), matching (Ladner, 2008), finding, 
discovery (Tang, et al, 2007; Burstein, et al, 2005), 
identification (Burstein, et al, 2005), composi-
tion, mediation (Ladner, 2008; Burstein, et al, 
2005), personalization, adaptation, negotiation 
(Gottschalk, et al, 2000), evaluation (Burstein, 
et al, 2005) and recommendation, QoS (Burstein, 
et al, 2005), invocation (Burstein, et al, 2005), 
contracting (Burstein, et al, 2005).
Web service discovery is a process of finding 
the most appropriate web service needed by a web 
service requestor (Singh & Huhns, 2005; Burstein, 
et al, 2005). It identifies a new web service and 
detects an update to a previously discovered web 
service (Ladner, 2008). Services may be searched, 
matched, and discovered by service requestors 
by specifying search criteria and then be invoked 
(Dustdar & Schreiner, 2005; Tang, et al, 2007). 
Service invocation is restricted to authorized users 
(Dustdar & Schreiner, 2005). There have been a 
variety of techniques and approaches developed 
for web service discovery. For example, OWL-S 
(an OWL-based Web service ontology of W3C) 
provides classes that describe what the service 
does, how to ask for the service, what happens 
when the service is carried out, and how the service 
can be accessed (Ladner, 2008).
Web service mediation aims to mediate the 
request of web service from the web service 
requestor. Web service negotiation consists of 
a sequence of proposal exchanges between the 
two or more parties with the goal of establishing 
a formal contract to specify agreed terms on the 
web service (Yao, et al, 2006). Through nego-
tiation, web service requestors can continuously 
customize their needs, and web service providers 
can tailor their offers. In particular, multiple web 
service providers can collaborate and coordinate 
with each other in order to satisfy a request that 
they can’t process alone.
However, a web service requestor might not 
need to know how the web services are retrieved, 
discovered and composed internally. Therefore, 
search, matching, and composition might be less 
important for a web service requestor.
a BrOker’s deMand driven 
weB serviCe lifeCyCle
Brokering is the general act of mediating between 
requestors and providers in order to match service 
requestor’s needs and providers’ offerings. It is a 
more complicated activity than discovery (Tang, et 
al, 2007). A broker should enable universal service-
to-service interaction, negotiation, bidding and 
selection of the highest quality of service (QoS) 
(Singh & Huhns, 2005, pp. 345-346). Brokering 
is supported by HP web services platform as a HP 
web intelligent broker (Tsalgatidou & Pilioura, 
2002). After discovering web service providers 
that can respond to a user’s service request, HP 
web services platform negotiates between them 
to weed out those that offer services outside the 
criteria of the request.
In web services, a web service broker usu-
ally demands a web service provider and a web 
service requestor to undertake some web service 
activities respectively. Therefore, based on the 
above demand analysis for web services, a bro-
ker’s demand-driven web service lifecycle mainly 
consists of web service consultation, publication, 
search, matching (Burstein, et al, 2005), discovery, 
personalization, adaptation, composition, negotia-
tion, recommendation, management, invocation, 
contracting and billing.
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We propose web service consultation as the 
start of the broker’s demand-driven web service 
lifecycle, because the web service requestor pro-
vides a request for a web service so that the web 
service broker begins to consultation. In order to 
provide a service consultation, the web service 
broker has to conduct web service search, by us-
ing a search tool/engine such as google.com and 
beidu.com. During the web service search, the 
web service broker uses any techniques of web 
service matching such as CBR (Sun & Finnie, 
2004). After discovering a number of web services, 
the web service broker can select one of them to 
recommend it to the web service requestor. If the 
requestor accepts the recommended web service, 
then the web service can be considered as a web 
service use/reuse; that is, the existing web service 
has been reused by customers.
Web service recommendation aims at helping 
web service requestors in selecting web services 
more suitable to their needs. Web service rec-
ommendation is a significant challenge for web 
service industry, in particular for web service 
brokers. Web service recommendation can be 
improved through optimization, analysis, fore-
casting, reasoning and simulation (Kwon, 2003). 
Recommender systems have been studied and de-
veloped in e-commerce, e-business and multiagent 
systems (Sun & Finnie, 2004). Sun and Lau has 
examined case based web service recommenda-
tion based on the analysis of customer experience 
and experience-based reasoning (Sun & Lau, 
2007). However, how to integrate web service 
recommendation, composition and discovery in 
a unified way is still a big issue for web services.
Different web service requestors have different 
preferences and expectations. Therefore, a web 
service broker has to personalize web services in 
order to meet the requirement of the web service 
requestor satisfactorily. It is necessary to compose 
web services based on the requirement of request-
ors in order to personalize the web service. At the 
same time, web service composition allows web 
service brokers to create a composite web service 
for requestors rapidly (Tang, et al, 2007).
Billing concerns service brokers and service 
providers (Tang, et al, 2007). Service brokers 
create and manage taxonomies, register services 
and offer rapid lookup for services and companies. 
They might also offer value-added information 
for services, such as statistical information for 
the service usage and QoS data.
a unified perspeCtive 
On deMand driven weB 
serviCe lifeCyCles
Based on the above discussion, the stages involved 
in the demand-driven web service lifecycle for 
web service providers, requestors and brokers 
can be summarized in Figure 5. Some of the de-
tailed activities have not been listed in the table 
because of space limitations. From Figure 5, we 
can intuitively find that service requestors and 
brokers are the dominant force for developing 
web services, which will be examined in more 
detail in another paper. In what follows, we discuss 
the above proposed demand-driven web service 
lifecycles from a unified perspective.
Some activities in web services are common 
demands of the main players: service providers, 
brokers, and requestors. This means that they 
share some common web service activities. How-
ever, different players in web services demand 
the same activity in a different way. For example, 
the service provider demands “web services 
search” also means that s/he asks web services 
developers or her/his technology agents to provide 
efficient web services search function for his or 
her business. On the other hand, the service re-
questor demands “web services search” means 
that s/he requires a fast search function from the 
service provider or broker in order to obtain the 
most satisfactory web services as soon as possible.
Finding, search and matching are not unique 
activities or operations related to web services, 
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because they are also involved in database and case 
based reasoning (CBR). For example, Google uses 
search and matching to provide web services. In 
fact, search can be considered the most common 
demand for everyone who accesses the Internet 
or the web. Adaptation, retrieval, classification 
(Ladner, 2008), use/reuse (Kwon, 2003), retention 
or feedback are not unique activities related to 
web services either, because they are also stages 
of CBR cycle (Sun & Finnie, 2004). Web service 
invocation, binding, billing, contract (Tang, et al, 
2007) can be considered as the common features 
for any commercial activities. Therefore, we need 
not discuss each of them in detail in the context 
of web services. Based on the above discussion, 
the most important activities in web services 
can be web service discovery, composition and 
recommendation: The service requestors demand 
the service providers and brokers for web ser-
vices discovery and recommendation; the service 
brokers demand the service providers for web 
services discovery and composition; the service 
providers demands up-to-date techniques and 
tools for web services discovery, composition and 
recommendation. In a more general sense, all the 
above-mentioned activities of web services can 
be considered as a demand from web services to 
all the stakeholders of web services. This demand 
asks web service developers to provide services 
with high QoS and advanced tools for all the ac-
tivities of web services. Therefore, these services 
can be considered as meta-web services and we 
will examine the hierarchy of demands in web 
services in future work.
It should be noted that the activities in web 
services should be classified in a hierarchical way 
(main services and subservices). For example, 
identification, finding, search and matching can 
be subactivities of web service discovery (Burst-
ein, et al, 2005). Dan, et al. (2004) argues that the 
subactivities of web service contract consist of 
offering creation, customer order and negotiation, 
monitoring, billing and reporting. Burstein, et al. 
(2005) examines the subactivities of web service 
discovery, engagement, enactment and manage-
ment. Then we can examine the hierarchical 
structure of activities or interoperations in web 
services assuming that publish, find, and bind 
are the fundamental activities of web services.
future researCh direCtiOns
Understanding the demand of stakeholders of web 
services is a critical factor for further develop-
ment of web services. This chapter only focuses 
on demand-driven web services from a demand 
perspective of the main players in web services: 
service providers, brokers, and requestors. In fact, 
these demands from the web service providers, 
Figure 5. Demand driven web service lifecycles: A unified perspective
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brokers, and requestors not only require to be met 
from themselves but also from more stakeholders 
of web services, in particular, the web service 
developers with the strong background of infor-
mation communication technology (ICT). They 
will provide technological solution for the main 
activities of web service lifecycle such as web ser-
vice description and discovery (Garcia & Toledo, 
2006), composition (Papazoglou, et al, 2006), 
billing, contracting. For example, the engineering 
of web service composition and recommendation 
are a research direction (Papazoglou, et al, 2006). 
In future work, we will explore implementation 
issues for engineering of web service composition 
and recommendation.
The proposed demand-driven web service 
lifecycles are still in a linear form. Providing 
other forms of demand-driven web service life-
cycle is also a research direction. In future work, 
we will develop demand-driven models for web 
service lifecycle in a spiral and iterative way with 
corresponding diagrams, as done in software 
engineering.
Applying intelligent techniques to web services 
and automating the process stages in the demand-
driven web service lifecycle is another research 
direction (Petrie & Genesereth, 2003). In future 
work, we will integrate web service discovery, 
composition and recommendation using soft case 
based reasoning.
Demand is an important concept in economics. 
However, there is less attention in web services. 
In future work, we will investigate the computing 
basis of demand and then improve the above-
mentioned web service lifecycle. For example, we 
will examine demand as a 4-ary relation (seller, 
buyer, service, price) from a mathematical and 
business viewpoint and propose a hierarchical 
structure for demand-driven e-commerce and 
demand-driven web services. We will also further 
analyse the demands between service players, and 
provide the related instruction/guidance for web 
service design and development in order to develop 
demand-driven framework for Web services.
COnClusiOn
This chapter first looked at main players in web 
services, provided a mathematical analysis of 
demand in web services. It also examined the 
demand relationship among service providers, 
brokers and requestors in web services and the 
demand chain in web services. Then the chapter 
reviewed web service architectures and provided 
a demand-driven architecture for web services 
(DWSOA). It also reviewed web service lifecycles, 
proposed the demand-driven web service lifecycle 
for the main players in web services respectively 
and then discussed the demand-driven web service 
lifecycles in a unified way. The proposed approach 
in this chapter can facilitate the engineering and 
management of web services, and the research and 
development of web services, e-services, service 
intelligence and service science. In the future work, 
besides above-mentioned future research direc-
tions, we will develop demand-driven framework 
for Web services by extending Table 2 to include 
as many stages or activities of web services life 
cycle as possible. We will also use the proposed 
approaches to study business models further and 
try to apply them to Web services design.
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key terMs and definitiOns
Web Services: Generally speaking, web ser-
vices are all the services available on the Web or 
the Internet from a business perspective. The first 
web services were information sources (Schneider, 
2003). From a technological perspective, web ser-
vices are Internet-based application components 
published using standard interface description 
languages and universally available via uniform 
communication protocols. This definition is cur-
rently used in the web service community.
Web Service Discovery: The process of 
searching, matching a machine-processable 
description of a Web service. It aims to find ap-
propriate web services that meet the requirement 
of the customers.
Web Service Lifecycle (WSLC): It consists 
of the start of a web service, the end of web ser-
vice and its evolutionary stages that transform 
the web service from the start to the end. Many 
activities are included in a WSLC such as web 
service discovery, composition, recommendation 
and management.
Demand Theory: A part of microeconomics. 
It examines demand curves, demand equations, 
demand analysis, demand chain, impact factors on 
demand, demand estimation and so on. Demand 
analysis assesses current and projected demand 
for e-commerce services amongst existing and 
potential customer segments.
Service Computing: A research field about 
service science, science intelligence, service tech-
nology, service engineering, service management, 
and service applications. It is the most general rep-
resentation form of studying service in computing 
discipline. Service computing and service-oriented 
computing are used interchangeably.
Web Service Architecture: A Web service 
architecture is a high level description for web 
services, which is free of concrete implementation 
of a web service system.
A Web Service Demand Chain: A chain 
linking players related to web services, similar 
to supply chain in e-commerce. For example, 
the web service requestor demands service con-
sultation from service broker, while the service 
broker demands web service representation and 
publication from service provider. The service 
provider demands the most powerful web service 
tools from the ICT developer to realize the web 
service representation and publication.
Multiagent Systems: An intelligent system 
consisting of many intelligent agents. An intel-
ligent agent can be considered as a counterpart 
of a human agent in intelligent systems.
Intelligent System: A system that can imitate, 
automate some intelligent behaviors of human be-
ing. Expert systems and knowledge based systems 
are examples of intelligent systems. Currently 
intelligent systems is a discipline that studies the 
intelligent behaviors and their implementations 
as well as impacts on human society.
